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Abstract
This research will investigate the long-term vision of a technology enabling the evolution of entire autonomous
robotic ecosystems that live and work for long periods in challenging and dynamic environments without the need
for direct human oversight. Based on state-of-the-art 3D printing techniques with novel materials and a hybridised
hardware-software evolutionary architecture - the research will address current weaknesses in robot design
methodology by establishing selfreproducing robots that evolve their morphologies and controllers in real-time.
Imagine an environment where autonomous systems (robots) are not designed by humans (or indeed designed at
all) but are created through a series of steps that follow evolutionary processes. These robots will be “born”
through the use of 3D manufacturing, with novel materials and a hybridised hardware-software evolutionary
architecture. “Child” robots will learn in a safe and controlled environment where success will be rewarded. The
most successful individuals will make available their genetic code for reproduction and for the improvement of
future generations. Such a process will ultimately lead to a change in the way things are designed and
manufactured. The long-term vision is a technology enabling the evolution of entire autonomous robotic
ecosystems that live and work for long periods in challenging and dynamic environments without direct human
oversight. This means radically new autonomous systems are needed, where robots are conceived and born, rather
than designed and manufactured. Such robots will fundamentally change the concept of machines, showcasing a
new breed that can change their form and behavior, not in error but on purpose.
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